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animosity towards America and a greater respect for England
and the protection she would provide in time of need. The
American Revolution had, however, a much more important
effect in that it drove 60,000 Loyalists into Canada. They The Loyalists
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received grants of 200 acres per family, provisions, seeds, and
tools from the English Government in recognition of their
faithful service during the war. Of these Loyalists, 28,000
settled in New Brunswick, which in 1784 was recognised
by England as a separate province with its capital at St.
John. Other Loyalists established themselves in Cape
Breton Island, but some 10,000 made their way to the laud
west of the French-populated province of Canada, in the
district now known as Ontario. Here was a difficult problem
for the Government: a loyal French Catholic colony to
which self-government had been denied, now received as its
neighbour a Protestant English settlement anxious for
political autonomy. To meet this problem the Constitutional.
Act was passed in 1791. This Act recognised the separation
of Upper from Lower Canada, and established a Governor in
Lower Canada and a Lieutenant-Governor in Upper Canada;
each was to have its own Executive, a Legislative Council
and elected Assembly. In Upper Canada (Ontario) English
Law was administered, and in Lower Canada (Quebec) French
Law was left undisturbed.
This was an honest and enlightened attempt to solve exist-
ing difficulties: arbitrary restrictions and efforts to provide
for the economic domination of England were to a large
extent avoided. Sixncoe, the first Governor of Upper Canada,
wrote to the Duke of Portland of " the great experiment/*
expressing the hope that " the enjoyment of the principles
and forms of the British Constitution internally and a common
interest and union externally " might " attach for ages this
commanding province to the side of Great Britain/*1
Yet the wisdom of separating the two provinces was
questioned at the time by Fox, and is still open to doubt,
Fox condemned the separation on the ground that it would
maintain opposition between French and English colonists,
1 Can. Const. DocL, 1791-1818, pp.  196-204.   Coupland,
RevoL and Brit. Emp., p. 291.

